
Impatica ShowMate is a small, lightweight hardware accessory to project PowerPoint
presentations wirelessly from a BlackBerry handheld.

Priced at $249.99 US, the ShowMate comes with a Bluetooth USB adapter, a 10 foot
USB cable and a CD with “Impatica for PowerPoint, BlackBerry Edition” software to
convert PowerPoint presentations for transfer to the BlackBerry, either through USB or
over the Internet.

Impatica for PowerPoint, BlackBerry
Edition software reduces PowerPoint files
to as little as 5-10% of their original file
size for efficient transfer over wireless
networks and optimal viewing on the
BlackBerry.

Once a presentation is loaded onto the BlackBerry, simply hook the ShowMate to the
VGA input of any projector, monitor, LCD or plasma screen and the BlackBerry becomes
a wireless (Bluetooth) remote control to advance the slides.

The ShowMate offers several new benefits
to BlackBerry users, including:

 ability to view large PowerPoint
presentations with graphics, charts,
animations and slide transitions on the
BlackBerry;
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 zoom features for enhanced viewing on the BlackBerry;

 projection of the presentation via Bluetooth, for display on any VGA enabled
device;

 option to view the slide titles, text or presentation notes on the BlackBerry while
projecting;

 ability to navigate to a specific slide to answer a question or emphasize a point;

 freedom to roam the stage and interact with the audience to deliver an engaging
presentation;

 freedom to travel laptop free!

“Impatica ShowMate is precisely the kind of added-

value product that we hope to stimulate though our

BlackBerry Alliance Program. The ShowMate further

extends the BlackBerry’s unique value and is the next
must-have accessory for the mobile professional.”
Jeff McDowell, Vice President of RIM’s ISV Program.
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